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Using SAP Business Graphics

SAP Business Graphics is a graphics program for generating two- and three-dimensional graphs.

The program offers you a variety of graphing options, data interfaces and various file manipulation
commands.

To customize the appearance of your graph, SAP Business Graphics allows you to:

¯ Present your data in two- or three-dimensional views, displaying single graphs or groups of
graphs.

¯ Choose the type of graph and the arrangement of data elements in it. Other formatting options
are also available.

¯ Create customized color schemes for graphs. Using these color schemes, you can generate
multiple graphs that are colored consistently.

SAP Business Graphics also provides you with a variety of data interfaces. You can input data to
the program by:

¯ Capturing screen data from an SAP transaction. The Screen Capture facility is described in this
handbook.

¯ Creating input data with an ABAP/4 program. You can write an ABAP/4 program that calls up
SAP Business Graphics and sends it input for display.

The ABAP/4 tools and interfaces for doing this are described in SAP Graphics: Programming
Interfaces (Product Number 5000 2582).

This section contains the topics listed below.

To get started right away, the section Getting Started shows you basic procedures for
experimenting with the system: how to capture SAP screen data, invoke SAP Business Graphics
and start formatting your graph.

The section Inputting Data:Capturing SAP Screen Data provides more specifics about screen
captures, and the section Understanding the Data Display explains how SAP Business Graphics
interprets your input data.

Each subsequent topic describes a menu and its options.
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Click on a topic for more information.
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Getting Started

This section provides a quick introduction to using SAP Business Graphics so you can enter the
program and start exploring the system for yourself.

It contains the following topics:

Click on a topic for more information.
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